DRAFT AND SETTLE
YOUR PERFECT VALLEY!

GAME OVERVIEW
Sunflower Valley: The Card Game is a fast-paced drafting tableau building
game where 2 to 6 players will be settling their own mountain valleys.
They will have a choice among high mountains, lively towns, sunflower fields,
calm lakes or sheep pastures — and their choice won’t be easy!

GAMEPLAY
The game is played over 3 rounds where 7 cards from each player’s deck are drawn and drafted in clockwise
order. By the end of the game each valley will contain 19 cards and the player with the most VPs will be
declared the winner.
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Goal Cards
Every game is unique
because of the Goal Cards
which demand versatile
tactics and strategy. There
are competitive and
accumulative goals.

1 VP for each Field card
within your largest field area

2 VPs for each sheep
within a flock

6 VPs to the player with
the longest Valley Express route

Plant a
sunflower for
the mountain
OR expand
your pasture
for the goal!

Combinations
Towns, Farmers and
Mountains require certain
combinations of orthogonally
adjacent cards.
The Valley Express
Each new town
in a consecutive chain
of connected towns
and railroads scores 3 VPs!

Wow, 4 points for
the 1st goal so far
(farmers are
considered fields
as well)!

You should
probably extend
your Valley Express
to score additional
points for the goal!

KEY SELLING POINTS
The rules are explained in 5 minutes
Family-friendly product, great match
for both new and experienced players
High variability due to the various Goal
cards, versatile winning strategies
Awesome artwork with cute sheep

PRACTICAL INFO
CONTENTS
135 cards
6 wooden Valley
Express tokens
Scorepad
Rules of play
Language independent

Contact: Pavel Safonov
Head of International Sales
pavel.safonov@hobbyworld.ru
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RELEASE: SPIEL 2019
MOQ: 1000
MSRP: €19.90/$22.50
BOX: 235×157×47 mm
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